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AlexKerr,   Emperor to be Naruhito,  Japan, 
 
In the first book I read about Japanese Mythology,
 
I meet KoboDaishi. 
 
 
Alexkerr, its No coïncedence that You & I are being connected by Space. 

 
Although I never thought 'the first thing I am going to do when I am in Japan...
is to travel to Shikoku ' I do feel 'a Cloud for Refinenment'  when I think of Shikoku. 
 
I now comprehend why I feel 'that my Roots are in Japan'.
 
I have never felt like 'my Roots are in Holland'.
Can't wait to leave this country behind me... 
 
However, I do think 'that my Roots - today - are somewhere near Kyoto'.
 
I don't think 'that you brought my Roots to Shikoku, for savekeeping. 

 
 
KoboDaishi. 
 
A Japanese saint - who lived in the year 774 - 835.
 
He predicts the arrival of Buddha Miroku, 5 billion years from about the year 800. 
 
 
 
 I am good, but not that good.
 

I can only predict 'that Men lose their fertility, 140 years from 2017'. 
 
And, the arrival of MEQuHI in the year 3065, the 100% half-Human - half-Robot.
to be born on Earth.  
 
The Classical way. 
Man - woman, making  a baby... and  a normal Birth in a Maternity-room.
 
I received one image and a brief explanation of what I observed.
 
I have not been  granted  by Higher Powers, to float about in the Future again, 
for more knowledge on this miracle.  

 

Why should Space give me more knowlegde, 
'now the Men are ready to disappear from Earth, as a Specimen'? 
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Emperor to be Naruhito
 
 
During the Enthronement of Emperor Naruhito,
 
the Saint KoboDaishi must be thanked for the renewal of Japanese Law.
 
 
 

The removal of President Abe  - by DésiréeElisabethStokkel (born 11juli1965) to be precise - , 
now Shinzo Abe is  a Global Narcist... bringing Japan into  war. 
 
The Japan - NorthKorea threat is not over yet, but as long as I stay alive... 
the risks of a violent war,  are being minimalized. 

 
It becomes more and more difficult to stay alive in Holland.
The Healthcare is turned into a murderweapon, too... 
 
There is Nobody to trust, left... in Holland.

 
 
And, 
when I would be given more power by the Global Narcists on Planet Earth 
- with their artificial Great Traditions - 
I would be able to stop the Japan - NorthKorea - America dispute for Once and for All. 
 
The same rules for Japan - Russia, in Hokkaido.
 

 
S hame on the Evolution of the Narcists!
 

 Current Presidents must be ashamed of themselves.
 
They misuse the Law - Treaties - International Courts of Law against the people,
with only 1 target on their mind:

 
'To kill as many individuals as possible - in the largest materialistic wealth
thinkable & findable - withou being punished for it by the Evolution of Civilization, by Law. 

 
 
 
 Japan has lost a Sence of Dignity over the past decades, 
and I am alive to put that straight. 
 
To make sure Japan will also have unique traditions in the billion years to come. 
 
140 Years ... left to resset the 'man'... for 'reproduktion'.  

 
 My Goodness.  
 
 
 'Today I am granted to do  a Wish for the deepest Myself'....
 
I'd better not pronouns it or write it down, because before I can leave the thought
for the daily routine, the Global Narcists will turn it into the Global Evolution of  Greed... 
 
 

 
 I think, that I arrived too late on Earth; doubt about the my Quest
 

'Will I be in time to Savekeep the Evolution of the Fertility of Mankind'? 
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No, perhaps .. I am not.
 
Perhaps MEQuHI can not arrive in the year 3065.
 
Not even in Japan, the cradle for Robots.
 

 
 
 
 
DesireeStokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061jk bloemendaal-nh 
0238887862  Phonetap 

 

InterimMinisterPresident NL, per18nov2016. 

Geregeld / Organized via 100% corrupt & violent UNSGguterres. 

UNSG per 1jan2018, organized via FBI & Embassies on Earth.

 

Rechtsgeldig bewijs op / Legally valid evidence on:

Op grond van het Folterverdrag heeft u de wettelijke plicht

om NL-parlement - Koning - Rechtspraak - Politie - Defensie -

Gemeente - Provincie te dwingen te stoppen met

organiseren van Moord op Burgers.  

 

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/

https://www.republiek-nederland-18nov2016.com/

https://www.criminelerechters-criminal-judges.com/

http://www.nieuwswet-newslaw.org/

https://www.mequhi.com 
 
 
afmelden: destokkel@republiek18nov2016.nl 
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